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QUICK INTRO TO DOCUMENT

Jakob Nielsen’s 10 Interaction Design Heuristic Principles

BACKGROUND
“Heuristic evaluation is a discount usability engineering method 
for quick, cheap, and easy evaluation of a user interface design. 
Heuristic evaluation is the most popular of the usability inspection 
methods. Heuristic evaluation is done as a systematic inspection 
of a user interface design for usability. The goal of heuristic 
evaluation is to find the usability problems in the design so that 
they can be attended to as part of an iterative design process. 
Heuristic evaluation involves having a small set of evaluators 
examine the interface and judge its compliance with recognized 
usability principles (the “heuristics”).”
source: http://www.nngroup.com/topic/heuristic-evaluation/

SIDE NOTES
interfaces are:
apparent
forgiving
give a sense of control
breath of their options
grasp how to achieve their goals
can undo any option at any time with out starting over
source: http://www.asktog.com/basics/firstPrinciples.html  

language used should= real world

does ebay mobile get tailored for the experienced users versus the 
novice users?

frequency of use, go through the same patterns when entering 
information or selling products



Full name in action bar not displayed
the “...” seems unsettling
if you are signed in you already know your ID, and already 
know it is YOUR “Inbox”

Read and unread mail
Unread mail is bold, VERY similar to your read mail
Hard to distinguish the two instances

Inconsistent action bar title displays
“Inbox” vs. “My eBay”
capital B in the “My eBay” does not match logo
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Misunderstanding on the meaning of the personal 
“head” icon

what the gradient means? 
what the colour distinguish / signify (ebay logo color 
scheme backwards?)

match between the system and the real world?
option to add personal photo, connect real work with 
the systems interface
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Title of the page does not fit within the action bar

Up arrow signifies positive feedback, but why not a 
plus and minus sign, on the “User Details” page it 
says the words “Positive”, “Neutral”, and “Negative”

Match those word with symbols of + and - signs

Consistency with words matching the symbols used
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Very small sign in icon

* bigger icon may influence 
non-users to sign up
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White space

One item below the fold, 
(utilize white space to get 
everything above the fold)
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button color matches 
navigation at the top

*Seems less important

Looks apart of the 
background, looks less 
click-able. 
(better affordance to 
influence decision to sell an 
item)

talked about in meeting on 
5/24/2013
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Consistency of “All lists” tab size is not the same throughout all pages

Size changes bases on word length within the drop down menu
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No affordance to hold the orange line to 
crop the image

1 Start of a long process to connect an 
automatic payment to my ebay account. Was 
able to successfully do so on my phone, error 
came at the end of process.
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I originally had Bloomington in the 
“Item Location”, I tried to change it by 
just adding “San Jose, California” to 
the City, State line and clicking save 
but it reverted back to my original 
location. I had to go back into the 
“Item Location” tab and use the San 
Jose zip code along with typing in 
“San Jose, California”

Zip code needs to be added

*No signifier to let you know 
about required fields to fill in with 
information about item location.
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Background choice

Matches as asphalt to get a 
feel of “automobiles” but is 
very abrasive on the eyes, 
to me.

Has a very dark dreary feel, 
the texture 
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Action bar is lost, loose 
consistency, Have to use 
back arrow on the bottom 
of phone to get back to the 
originnal VI page.

On the rest of the mobile 
app you are prompted to 
use the back arrow in the 
upper left coner next to the 
logo.
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The red on black is hard to 
see, colors do not go well 
together.

Text is also pretty small in 
this area, the background 
throws off the functionality 
of the meaning of the text.

Utilize space above the 
fold, a lot of real-estate 
make things bigger on the 
page
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This is per Mica’s design 
for the new VI page with 
the header colors and 
content. I like the deigns 
she presented in the 
meeting on 5/24/2013, and 
was wondering where the 
Blue “watch” header would 
come into play with the 
design and how it would 
interact with real-estate on 
the page.
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Title in action bar, again1



The boarder of this image 
viewer along with the 
background clash and 
create an uncomforatable 
texture

Unused space above the 
fold, potential for 
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The light grey boxes 
seem to act like more of a 
pushable button then do the 
actual pushable content
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